CONCLUSION
the monarchy, established the Republic, and prepared the way
for the domination of the small group of representatives of Paris.
In 1793 a fresh insurrection, supported by the people of Paris,
substituted for the autonomous regime, which was held to be too
weak, a provisional centralized system - 'revolutionary govern-
ment' operating by means of 'the Terror5.
The success of the French armies, recruited by compulsory
military service and led by young generals of popular origin,
caused the army to play a decisive part in the struggles for the
possession of power. The republicans in office, threatened with
a royalist restoration, kept themselves in power by means of
military coups d'etat. They next consolidated their position under
the sway of General Bonaparte by a partial restoration of the old
institutions, and founded a genuinely centralized system of ad-
ministration by making the officials really dependent upon the
central government. Napoleon's hereditary Empire, based upon
military victory, collapsed as the result of military defeat,
The restoration of the royal dynasty of the Bourbons in 1814
restored nothing but symbols and maintained the whole social
system that was the outcome of the Revolution, together with the
whole of the centralized organization. After a brief struggle with
the nobility and clergy the bourgeoisie, which remained in posses-
sion of public office, assumed political power, which it has retained
ever since, and was left as the predominant class; its mode of life
became the model for all other classes.
Universal suffrage, unexpectedly established in 1848, did not
deprive the bourgeoisie of power, though it restored to the clergy,
in the form of influence over the peasants, some of the authority
which the Revolution had caused it to lose. But for the first time
it gave a share in political life to the mass of the nation, whose
feelings were henceforth able to exert an influence on the trend
of public affairs, and at times a decisive one.
After four abortive experiments, three revolutions carried out
in Paris, and a military coup d'tiat, a lasting political system was
established in 1875 under the novel form of a Republic at once
parliamentary and democratic, to which the whole nation finally
rallied in the course of half a century. Unlike its parliamentary
model in England, it works by means of majorities obtained by
a coalition of several groups.

